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Abstract—Faults have become the norm rather than the
exception for high-end computing on clusters with 10s/100s
of thousands of cores. Exacerbating this situation, some of
these faults remain undetected, manifesting themselves as silent
errors that corrupt memory while applications continue to
operate and report incorrect results.
This paper studies the potential for redundancy to both
detect and correct soft errors in MPI message-passing applications. Our study investigates the challenges inherent to
detecting soft-errors within MPI application while providing
transparent MPI redundancy. By assuming a model wherein
corruption in application data manifests itself by producing
differing MPI message data between replicas, we study the
best suited protocols for detecting and correcting MPI data
that is the result of corruption.
To experimentally validate our proposed detection and
correction protocols, we introduce RedMPI, an MPI library
which resides in the MPI profiling layer. RedMPI is capable
of both online detection and correction of soft errors that
occur in MPI applications without requiring any modifications
to the application source by utilizing either double or triple
redundancy.
Our results indicate that our most efficient consistency
protocol can successfully protect applications experiencing even
high rates of silent data corruption with runtime overheads
between 0% and 30% as compared to unprotected applications
without redundancy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In High-End Computing (HEC), faults have become the
norm rather than the exception for parallel computation on
clusters with 10s/100s of thousands of cores. Past reports
attribute the causes to hardware (I/O, memory, processor,
power supply, switch failure etc.) as well as software (operating system, runtime, unscheduled maintenance interruption).
In fact, recent work indicates that (i) servers tend to crash
twice a year (2-4% failure rate) [1], (ii) 1-5% of disk drives
die per year [2], (iii) DRAM errors occur in 2% of all
DIMMs per year [1], which is more frequent than commonly
believed, and (iv) large scale studies indicate that simple
ECC mechanisms alone are not capable of correcting a
significant number of DRAM errors [3].
Even for small systems, such causes result in fairly low
mean-time-between-failures/interrupts (MTBF/I) as depicted
in Figure I [4], and the 6.9 hours estimated by Livermore
National Lab for its BlueGene confirms this. In response,
long-running applications on HEC installations are required
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Table I
R ELIABILITY OF HPC C LUSTERS

System

# CPUs

MTBF/I

ASCI Q
ASCI White
PSC Lemieux
Google
ASC BG/L

8,192
8,192
3,016
15,000
212,992

6.5 hrs
5/40 hrs (’01/’03)
9.7 hrs
20 reboots/day
6.9 hrs (LLNL est.)

to support the checkpoint/restart (C/R) paradigm to react to
faults. This is particularly critical for large-scale jobs; as
the core count increases, so does the overhead for C/R, and
it does so at an exponential rate. This does not come as a
surprise as any single component failure suffices to interrupt
a job. As we add system components (cores, memory, disks),
the probability of failure combinatorially explodes.
For example, a study from 2005 by Los Alamos National
Laboratory estimates the MTBF, extrapolating from current
system performance [5], to be 1.25 hours on a petaflop
machine. The wall-clock time of a 100-hour job in such
as system was estimated to increase to 251 hours due to
the C/R overhead implying that 60% of cycles are spent
on C/R alone, as reported in the same study. More recent
investigations [6], [7] revealed that checkpoint/restart efficiency, i.e., the ratio of useful vs. scheduled machine time,
can be as high as 85% and as low as 55% on currentgeneration HEC systems. Recent work by Sandia [8] shows
rapidly decaying useful work for increasing node counts (see
Table II). Only 35% of the work is due to computation for
Table II
168- HOUR J OB , 5 YEAR MTBF

# Nodes

work

checkpt

recomp.

restart

100
1,000
10,000
100,000

96%
92%
75%
35%

1%
7%
15%
20%

3%
1%
6%
10%

0%
0%
4%
35%

a 168 hour job on 100k nodes with a MTBF of 5 years
while the remainder is spent on checkpointing, restarting
and then partial recomputation of the work lost since the last
checkpoint. Figure III shows that for longer-running jobs or

shorter MTBF (closer to the ones reported above), useful
work becomes insignificant as most of the time is spent on
restarts.
The most important finding of the Sandia study is that
redundancy in computing can significantly revert this
picture. By doubling up the compute nodes so that every
node N has a replica node N’, a failure of primary node
N no longer stalls progress as the replica node N’ can take
over its responsibilities. Their prototype, rMPI, provides dual
redundancy [8]. And redundancy scales: As more nodes are
added to the system, the probability for simultaneous failure
of a primary N and its replica rapidly decreases. Of the
above overheads, the recompute and restart overheads can be
nearly eliminated (to about 1%) with only the checkpointing
overhead remaining — at the cost of having to deploy twice
the number of nodes (200,000 nodes in Figure III) and
four times the number of messages [8]. But once restart
and rework overheads exceed 50%, redundancy is actually
cheaper than traditional C/R at large core counts.
Table III
100 K N ODE J OB , VARIED MTBF

job work

MTBF

work

checkpt

recomp.

restart

168 hrs.
700 hrs.
5,000 hrs,

5 yrs
5 yrs
1 yr

35%
38%
5%

20%
18%
5%

10%
9%
5%

35%
43%
85%

The failure scenarios above only cover a subset of actual
faults, namely those due to fail-stop behavior or at least
detectable by monitoring of hardware and software. Silent
data corruption (SDC) is yet a different class of faults. It
materializes as bit flips in storage (both volatile memory
and non-volatile disk) or even within processing cores. A
single bit flip in memory can be detected (with CRC) and
even mitigated with error correction control (ECC). Double
bit flips, however, forces an instant reboot after detection
since ECC cannot correct such faults. While double bit flips
were deemed unlikely, the density of DIMMs at Oak Ridge
National Lab’s Cray XT5 causes them to occur on a daily
basis (at a rate of 1-2 per day for 75,000+ DIMMs) [9].
Meanwhile, even single bit flips in the processor core
remain undetected as only caches feature ECC while register
files or even ALUs typically do not. Significant SDC rates
were also reported for BG/L’s unprotected L1 cache [10],
which explains why BG/P provides ECC in L1. Nvidia
is making a similar experience with its shift to ECC in
their Fermi GPUs. Yet, hardware redundancy, such as Tandem/HP’s NonStop architecture remains extremely costly
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15].
Today, the frequency of bit flips is no longer believed
to be dominated by single-event upsets due to radiation
from space [16] but is increasingly attributed to fabrication
miniaturization and aging of silicon given the increasing

likelihood of repeated failures in DRAM after a first failure
has been observed [1]. With SDCs occurring at significant
rates, not every bit flip results in faults. Flips in stale
data or code remain without impact, but those in active
data/code may have profound effects and potentially render
computational results invalid without ever being detected.
This creates a severe problem for today’s science that
relies increasingly on large-scale simulations. Redundant
computing can detect SDCs where relevant, i.e., when results
are impacted. While detection requires dual redundancy,
correction is only feasible with triple redundancy. Such high
levels of redundancy appear costly, yet may be preferable to
flawed scientific results. Triple redundancy is also cheaper
than comparing the results of two dual redundant jobs, which
would be the alternative at scale given the amount of useful
work without redundancy for large systems from Table III.
Overall, the state of HEC requires urgent investigation to
level the path to exascale computing — or exascale HEC
may be doomed as a failure (with very short mean times,
ironically).
Contributions: The main contribution of this work is
the design of a novel silent data correction detection and
correction method and a study on the challenges and costs of
performing SDC protection using redundancy. By utilizing
redundancy, our key to success is to not only rely on reactive
resilience requiring restart overheads but to sustain failures
with forward computational progress without a need to
restart. In this context, our work is addressing the following
research questions:
1) What are the protocols best suited to realize SDC
detection and correction at the communication layer?
2) What is the cost of different levels of redundancy with
respect to application runtime overhead?
Answering these questions, our work makes the following
major contributions: (1) We contribute the design and implementation of protocols for SDC detection and correction at
the communication layer. (2) We demonstrate the capabilities
and assess the cost of redundancy to (a) detect SDC and
(b) recover from such corruption in experiments on a real
system. As SDCs are being observed for 10k+ cores and
also due to smaller fabrication sizes, C/R techniques fail
to uncover SDCs, which can render the output of scientific
computations incorrect without knowledge of application
scientists. While dual redundancy can detect SDCs, triple
redundancy can actually correct them through voting. We
study the benefits and limitations of the spectrum ranging
from no redundancy over dual to triple redundancy in terms
of overhead and computing/interconnect resource costs. A
key challenge is to limit the overhead for SDC detection
by reducing the relevant footprint of computational results,
which we explore. (3) We assess the resilience of HEC
jobs to faults through injection. Hardware and software
failures can be studied through injection, which is in a native
environment on an actual cluster. In summary, this work

contributes to fault detection and recovery in significantly
advancing existing techniques by controlling levels of redundancy intervals in the presence of hardware and software
faults.
Elliott et al. [17] combine partial redundancy with checkpointing in an analytic model and experimentally validate it.
Results indicates that for exascale-size machine, more jobs
can utilize a cluster under redundancy that would be possible
with checkpointing without redundancy for the same number
of cores, i.e., redundancy increases capacity computing in
terms of HPC job throughput. At exascale core counts of
one million, triple redundancy is projected to have the lowest
cost (lower than dual redundancy) so that the cost of SDC
protection essentially becomes free in terms of resource
and power requirements (as triple redundancy is the lowest
cost option anyhow). This underscores the importance of
investigating SDC protection within redundant MPI.
II. D ESIGN
This work presents RedMPI, an MPI library that is capable of both detecting and correcting SDC faults. RedMPI
creates “replica” MPI tasks for each “primary” task and
performs online MPI message verification intrinsic to existing MPI communication. The replicas compare received
messages, or hashes, from multiple senders and can thus
detect if a process’s communication data has been corrupted.
RedMPI can run in double redundant mode and detect
divergent messages between replicas. Such messages are
indicative of corruption due to the fact that replicas will be
run in a deterministic manner. When RedMPI is run in triple
redundant mode, it gains the additional potential to also
correct faulty messages from a corrupted replica. RedMPI
supports additional levels of redundancy for environments
where multiple near-simultaneous faults can occur during
data transmission. A voting algorithm is used to determine
which of the received messages are correct and should be
used by all receivers.
To detect SDCs, RedMPI solely analyzes the content of
MPI messages to determine divergence between replicas during communication. Upon divergence, the result deemed to
be invalid is discarded on the receiver side and transparently
replaced with a known “good” value from another replica.
A different SDC detection approach would be to constantly compare the memory space of replicas’ processes
and compare results. Such an approach suffers from excessive overhead due to constant traversals of large memory
chunks, overhead due to global synchronization to ensure
that each process is paused at the exact same spot during a
memory scan, and the communication required for replicas
to compare their copy of each memory scan while looking
for differences. In this case, if corruption is detected, it is
not feasible to correct the memory while the application is
running as this could interfere with application-side writes
to the same memory region. This, in turn, could necessitate a

rollback of all tasks to the last “good” checkpoint (assuming
that checkpointing was also enabled).
By instead focusing on the MPI messages themselves, we
have cut our search area down to only data that is most
critical for correctness of an MPI application; i.e., we argue
communication correctness is a necessary (but not sufficient)
condition for output correctness. Moreover, should an SDC
occur in memory that is not immediately communicated
over MPI, the fault is eventually detected as the corrupted
memory may later be accessed, operated on, and finally
transmitted. The same principle holds true for data that
became corrupted while residing in a buffer or any other
place in memory. If the SDC is determined to eventually
alter messages, then RedMPI detects it during transmission,
independent of when or how the SDC originated.
It is very important to note that RedMPI is designed
to protect an an entire application from SDC by using
replication. RedMPI is not designed to protect an interconnect. By assuming that an application’s most critical data is
communicated during/after computation, we have effectively
reduced the scope to data that gets communicated and
may be compared between replicas to ensure consistency.
A process receiving corrupted data that affects important
calculations will eventually result in message correction so
that uncorrupted replicas are guaranteed to have received
correct data, only.
A. Point-to-Point Message Verification
The core of the RedMPI’s error detection capabilities are
designed around a reliable, verifiable point-to-point communication protocol. Specifically, a point-to-point message
(e.g., MPI_Isend) sent from an MPI process must be identical to the message sent by other replicas for any given rank.
Upon successful receipt of a message, the MPI application
is assured that the message is valid (not corrupted).
Internally, a verification message may take the form of a
complete message duplicate that is compared byte by byte.
Alternatively, since MPI messages may be large, it is in
many cases more efficient to create a unique hash of the
message data and use the hash itself for message verification
to reduce network bandwidth. Message data verification can
be performed at either the sender or the receiver.
Let us first consider the case of sender-side verification.
To perform verification at the sender, all of the replicas need
to send a message to communicate with each other and
verify their content (through some means) before sending
the verified data to the receiving replicas. However, this approach incurs added latency and overhead for each message
sent due to the time taken to transmit between replicas and
to perform internal verification messages. Additionally, it is
best to optimize for the critical path; i.e., assuming that a
sent message tends to not be corrupted and that all senders
have matching data. A sender-side approach is subject to
additional overhead for every message sent at both sending

and receiving nodes. Specifically, while every sent message
is treated as suspect, the time required for the senders to
agree that each of their own buffered messages is correct
represents the time lost on the receiver side before the
application can proceed. For this reason, RedMPI’s protocols
use receiver-side verification resulting in faster message
delivery with considerably reduced message latency.
B. Assumptions
RedMPI does not protect messages over a transport layer,
such as TCP or InfiniBand, and assumes the transport to
be reliable. An unreliable network could cause undefined
behavior and deadlock RedMPI. Fortunately, protection in
the transport layer is well understood and is a common
feature of modern communication fabrics, e.g. hamming
codes or checksums for correction/retransmission.
As the primary focus of this work is to investigate
redundancy as a means to protect application data, RedMPI
only attempts to protect against corruption in data and not
application code or instructions. RedMPI does not protect
MPI I/O functionality, but orthogonal work [18] could be
combined with RedMPI to also cover this aspect.
Deterministic ordering of messages between replicas (for
wildcard receives, MPI Waitall/any calls or reduction orders) is ensured via back-channel communication (see Section III).
In this paper, we frequently reference RedMPI’s
MPI_Isend and MPI_Irecv. Note that RedMPI does, in
fact, support 53 standard MPI functions including collectives
via interposing, such as MPI_Send and MPI_Recv, around
their non-blocking equivalents within RedMPI. For brevity,
details of these and other supported functions are omitted.
III. I MPLEMENTATION
RedMPI provides the capability of soft error detection
for MPI applications by online comparison of results of
nearly identical replica MPI processes. To an MPI developer,
the execution of replica processes of their original code is
transparent as it is handled through MPI introspection within
the RedMPI library. This introspection is realized through
the MPI profiling layer that intercepts MPI function calls
and directs them to RedMPI. The profiling layer provides a
standard API allowing libraries to wrap MPI calls and add
additional or replacement logic for API calls.
To understand how RedMPI functions internally, it is first
important to understand how redundancy is achieved within
RedMPI. When launching an MPI job with RedMPI, some
multiple of the original number of desired processes needs
to be launched. For example, to launch an MPI job that
normally requires 128 processes instead requires 256 or
384 processes for dual or triple redundancy, respectively.
RedMPI handles redundancy internally and provides an
environment to the application that appears to only have the
originally required 128 processes.

The primary difference between replica MPI processes is
a replica rank that distinguishes redundant processes. For
example, for an application to run with three replicas (triple
redundancy), it would be started with three times as many
MPI ranks as usual. Internally, the number of ranks visible
to the MPI application would be divided by three where each
redundant rank carries an internal replica rank of 0, 1, or 2.
Figure 4 shows how triple redundancy may appear within
an MPI application expecting a size of three.
The
actual
rank
assigned to a process
Virtual Rank: 0 Native Rank: 0 Replica Rank: 0
Virtual Rank: 0 Native Rank: 1 Replica Rank: 1
by mpirun/mpiexec
Virtual Rank: 0 Native Rank: 2 Replica Rank: 2
is referred to as the
Virtual Rank: 1 Native Rank: 3 Replica Rank: 0
native rank. The rank
Virtual Rank: 1 Native Rank: 4 Replica Rank: 1
that is visible to an
Virtual Rank: 1 Native Rank: 5 Replica Rank: 2
MPI process via the
Virtual Rank: 2 Native Rank: 6 Replica Rank: 0
Virtual Rank: 2 Native Rank: 7 Replica Rank: 1
MPI_Comm_rank API
Virtual Rank: 2 Native Rank: 8 Replica Rank: 2
is referred to as the
virtual rank. Likewise,
Figure 4. Triple Redundancy
the size returned by
MPI_Comm_size
is
referred to as the virtual size. The number of replicas
running per virtual rank describes the redundancy of the
application and is referred to as the replication degree.
Within RedMPI, a mapping structure is stored in each
process that allows the forward and reverse lookup of any
processes’ native rank, virtual rank, or replica rank.

A. Rank Mapping
When launching an MPI job, the mapping of native ranks
may be specified on the command line with either a custom
map file or by specifying a flag to indicate the desired virtual
size. When a virtual size is specified on the command line,
RedMPI automatically generates a structure that maps native
ranks to a virtual rank of [0 . . . virtual size−1] and assigns
replica ranks of [0 . . . (native size/virtual size)−1]. Additionally, for each communicator, group, or MPI topology
created within the MPI application, another map is created
to track ranks within the new group.
Internally, mappings can be translated using a formula
or by storing the data in a lookup structure. The formula
method provides a simple, deterministic mapping function
with low memory requirements, but it is not capable of
providing fine-tuned control of rank mapping. By using a
custom rank map file passed to RedMPI during startup, the
user has the capability to specifically designate which virtual
ranks are mapped to a native rank. This is advantageous in
particular when the user desires to put replica processes on
the same physical host or on neighboring hosts with low
network latency. If a custom map file is omitted, the mapping
formula is used to build the initial structure upon startup.
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B. Message Corruption Detection & Correction
1) Method 1: All-to-all: RedMPI’s first receiver-side
protocol, All-to-all, supports both message verification and
message voting to ensure that the receiver discards corrupted
messages. The All-to-all method requires that each MPI
message sent is transmitted from all sender replicas to
each and every receiver replica. Thus, for a redundancy
degree of three, each sender sends three messages where
one message goes to each replica receiver as demonstrated
by Figure 1. This means that for a degree of 2 or 3 the
number of messages sent for a single MPI_Isend is 4 or
9, respectively. Each receiver listens for a message from each
sender replica and places such messages in separate receive
buffers.
Such message verification requires each sender to send
degree messages for each MPI send encountered. This is
realized by interposing MPI_Isend via RedMPI using
the MPI profiling layer. The new MPI_Isend routine
determines all replicas for the virtual rank of a message’s
destination. For each such replica, RedMPI performs a nonblocking send with a payload of the entire message and
records the MPI_Request for each pending send. Upon
completion, the overridden MPI_Isend returns back to the
MPI application a single MPI_Request that can later be
used by MPI_Test or MPI_Wait. In a similar manner,
MPI_Irecv is interposed by RedMPI to look up all replicas
of the source’s virtual rank and internally posts a nonblocking receive for a message from each replica. Every
receive is stored into a different, temporary buffer entry.
Again, all MPI_Request handles originating from nonblocking receives are recorded internally, but only a single
MPI_Request is returned to the MPI application. Figure 2
visualizes this process.
Following an MPI_Isend or MPI_Irecv, an MPI
application usually completes these requests with an
MPI_Test or MPI_Wait. RedMPI interposes these functions as it needs to test not just the single MPI_Request,
but rather impose a test for each array element of internal
MPI requests corresponding to sends/receives from all replicas. The MPI_Request is looked up and the test or wait
is performed on all outstanding requests. If the test or wait

Full Message (Solid)
Hash Only (Dashed)

Figure 3.

Receiver
Hash Buffer Replica: 2

MsgPlusHash Method Overview

was performed on a request from an MPI_Isend, then no
further action from RedMPI is required once the requests
complete. Only a request from an MPI_Irecv requires
extra steps to verify message reception from each replica.
When an MPI application receives a message, RedMPI
internally waits for all replica MPI receive requests to finish
during an MPI_Test or MPI_Wait before verifying the
data. The actual verification occurs before MPI_Test or
MPI_Wait return to the MPI application, but after all
replica receives arrive. Verification is performed via memory
comparison or computing a SHA1 hash of each replica
receive buffer and then comparing these hashes.
If during message verification a buffer mismatch is detected, RedMPI mitigates in a manner dependent on the
degree of replication. With replication degree of two, it is
impossible to determine which of the two buffers is corrupt.
Hence, an error is logged noting corruption detection, but no
corrective action may proceed since the source of corruption
is indeterminate. With a replication degree exceeding two,
buffers are compared and corrupted messages are voted
out upon mismatch with the simple majority (of matching
messages). In this event, RedMPI ensures that the MPI
application’s receive buffer contains the correct data by
copying one of the verified buffers if necessary.
2) Method 2: Message Plus Hash (MsgPlusHash): The
MsgPlusHash (message plus hash) corruption detection and
correction method provides a key performance enhancement
over the All-to-all method by vastly reducing the total data
transfer overhead per message and the number of messages
in the general case. Similar to the All-to-all method, MsgPlusHash performs message verification solely on the receiver end. The critical difference is that MsgPlusHash sends
one copy of a message originating from an MPI_Isend
in addition to a very small hash message. This change
in protocol allows each sending replica to transmit their
message only once, while the additional hash message is
later used to verify each receiver’s message.
Internally, the MsgPlusHash method interposes
MPI_Isend, MPI_Irecv, MPI_Test, and MPI_Wait
similarly to the All-to-all method previously discussed.
The following logical overview of MsgPlusHash outlines

how the MsgPlusHash implementation differs, while the
same level of transparency is provided to MPI applications
as for All-to-all. E.g., MsgPlusHash internally utilizes
multiple send/receive MPI_Request handles, but the MPI
application only ever receives one such MPI_Request
handle.
To detect message corruption, the minimum requirement
is a comparison between two different sources. Additionally,
the most likely scenario (critical path) is for corruption to
not exist. The MsgPlusHash method takes full advantage of
these facts by only receiving a single copy of any message
transmitted plus a hash from an alternate replica. From an
efficiency standpoint, it is not necessary to send two full
messages since a hash suffices to verify data correctness
without imposing overheads of full message retransmission.
Once the full message is received, a hash of the message is
generated at the receiver and compared with a hash from a
different replica. In the likely event that hashes match, the
receiver can be assured that its message is correct, i.e., no
corrective action is taken.
As shown in Figure 3, each sender replica must calculate
where to send its message and where to send a hash of
its message. The actual message’s destination is simply
calculated by finding the receiver with the same replica rank
as the sender. The hash message’s destination is calculated
by taking the sender’s replica rank and adding one. In the
event that the destination replica rank exceeds the replication
degree, the destination wraps around to replica rank 0. This
pattern provides a simple and elegant solution to ensure each
receiver always gets a copy of the full message plus a hash
of the message from a different sender replica over a ring
of replicas.
In the event that the message’s hash does not match the
received hash, it is necessary to determine if either the
message is corrupt or if the received hash was produced from
a corrupt sender. In any case, if a sender becomes corrupt, it
transmits both the corrupted message and a hash of the corrupted message to adjacent receiving replicas. It is important
to realize that a single corrupt sender affects both receivers.
For example, with a replication degree of three where the
middle sender (replica 1) transmits a corrupted message,
we can see from Figure 3 that both receiver replicas 1
and 2 are affected. In this particular case, receiver replica
1 has received a corrupt message, but a good hash since
sender replica 0 was not corrupted. Conversely, receiver
replica 2 has received a valid message, but a hash of a
corrupted message. In this scenario, both receiver replicas
1 and 2 cannot yet determine if their message is corrupt,
but they are both aware that one of their senders was in fact
corrupted. Additionally, receiver replica 0 is unaware of any
corruption since both message and hash matched on arrival.
If the replication degree had only been two, a corrupt error
would be logged at this point, but no corrective action would
be available. With larger replication degrees, in contrast, a

corrupted message can be corrected.
MsgPlusHash message correction is a multi-step process
that takes place on the receiver replicas that have been
flagged with potential corruption. In this event, there are
always two adjacent receiver replicas that are aware of
corruption since both are affected by the same corrupt sender
replica. Yet, these receivers cannot easily identify whether
their message or their hash was corrupted. By analyzing the
communication pattern, it is obvious that the replica with
a higher replica rank always contains the corrupt message
with a bad hash. Therefore, the two adjacent replicas communicate with one another to determine which of them holds
a correct message. After this handshake, the higher replica
rank transmits a correction message to the lower ranked
replica to complete the correction. (Ranks wrap around 0
and the highest rank in these situations.)
Corrupted Adjacent Replica Discovery: After a process
encounters a message and hash mismatch, it initiates a
handshake protocol to discover which of its adjacent replicas
are also participating in a discovery. For each adjacent
rank also actively trying to discover a potentially corrupted
process, the other rank engages in the discovery protocol
since its message and hash did not match. Any rank that
did not obtain a mismatched message and hash is entirely
unaware of the corruption elsewhere and thus not participate
in the this protocol. In order for the two searching processes
to find each other, they both attempt to send a probe to the
rank below them (replica rank - 1) while simultaneously
issuing a receive probe from the rank above them (replica
rank + 1). After one of the processes receives a probe, an
acknowledgment is returned. Figure 5 depicts this process.
The highest rank’s X+1 wraps around to rank 0 and vice
versa.
In part (a) of Figure 5, the
process posts a non-blocking
receive to listen for a probe
(c) Send probe to X-1
from above. Next, in part
(b) Listen for ACK from X-1
(b), the process posts a nonblocking receive to listen for
Receiver
an acknowledgment from the
Replica: X
process below. With the re(a) Listen for probe from X+1
ceives in place, part (c) posts a
non-blocking send as a probe
(d) Send ACK to X+1
to the rank below. The probe
contains a copy of the received
Figure 5. MsgPlusHash Cormessage’s hash as a means to
rection
match this particular probe on
the other end. At this point,
the process waits for either the probe or acknowledgment
requests to complete as they both result in different outcomes. If a probe message is received then the process
can immediately assume that it is the lower-ranked replica
and, as such, has a copy of the corrupted message due to
the communication patterns. This lower rank then sends an

acknowledgment (see part (d)) to signal that the discovery is
complete. Meanwhile, if a process receives an acknowledgment instead of a probe message then that rank immediately
assumes that it is the higher ranked process with a valid
copy of the original message. In both cases, once discovery
has completed, any outstanding sends and receives that were
posted but left incomplete are now canceled through MPI
from RedMPI.
The nature of the discovery process creates a problem:
Two unique SDCs detected by adjacent replicas at separate
times may send probe messages that are received in a later
discovery. RedMPI handles this case by using hashes to
identify whether a probe pertains to the SDC at hand. Probes
that are unrelated to the current discovery process is safely
discarded until an expected probe hash arrives.
With discovery complete, the higher ranked replica sends
a full copy of the original, validated message to the lower
rank. The lower rank receives a copy of this message
within the application’s buffer while overwriting the copy
that originally was received in a corrupted state. Once this
transfer completes, all replicas hold a validated message
copy in their buffers and the MPI application may proceed.
Notice that RedMPI may sustain an unlimited number of
corrupt messages from a sender provided that the degree of
redundancy is greater than two and that no other replica of
the same virtual rank becomes corrupt simultaneously. By
our design, corruptions remain isolated to a single process,
even if never corrected.
C. MPI Operations
Deterministic Results: RedMPI relies on keeping replica
processes running with approximately equal progress in
execution. As replicas execute in a deterministic manner, we
guarantee that all MPI messages are sent in exactly the same
frequency, order, and message content. There are, however,
a few factors that might derail the replicas leading to nondeterministic results that would leave RedMPI inoperable,
which has to be precluded. In particular, care was taken
to ensure any MPI routine with the potential to diverge in
execution progress of replicas is instead replaced with logic
that provides the same results across all replicas.
One notable MPI routine with the potential to induce divergence is MPI_Wtime function. Not only is MPI_Wtime
extremely likely to return a different value between separate
processes and separate hosts, but its usage may guarantee
different outcomes across processes especially if used as a
random number seed. The divergence problem is solved by
allowing only the rank zero replica to call MPI_Wtime.
Since all replica ranks call MPI_Wtime at about the same
time, the first replica simply sends a copy of its result to the
others, which is then returned to the MPI application.
Another MPI routine with similar potential is the
MPI_Iprobe function. Unlike MPI_Wtime, a probe may

result in inconsistent results among replicas due to networking delays. It is possible that all but one replica
received a message. To prevent results of MPI_Iprobe
from diverging, the lowest ranking replica performs a real
MPI_Iprobe for the requested message. Following the
non-blocking probe, the lowest rank then sends a copy of the
results to all higher ranking replicas. If MPI_Iprobe returned no message, then every replica simply reports that no
message was found. Otherwise, if the lowest rank did report
probing a message then each higher rank enters a blocking
MPI_Probe to wait until their copy of the message arrives.
As every replica has the same communication pattern, they
are guaranteed to return from MPI_Probe quickly if the
probed message had not, in fact, already arrived. Many other
MPI functions such as MPI_Testany, MPI_Testall,
MPI_Waitany, and MPI_Waitall are handled similar
to MPI_Iprobe as previously described.
Random number generation may be considered a source
of divergence, but in our experience many applications seed
their random number generator with MPI_Wtime, which
has already been protected. If this is not the case for an
application then other protective measures would be required
to ensure consistency between replicas or the application’s
source may need to be slightly modified to conform.
Some MPI operations (e.g., MPI_Recv, MPI_Iprobe)
may specify wildcards for their source or tag parameters
(i.e., MPI_ANY_TAG, MPI_ANY_SOURCE). To ensure that
replicas do not receive messages from differing nodes in
a receive and to ensure that probe results return the same
source and tag, RedMPI handles these wildcards differently
than regular operations when they are encountered during
program execution. When a wildcard is detected, only the
lowest ranking replica actually posts the wildcard while the
other replicas await an envelope containing the source and
tag from the lowest replica in a manner similar to how
MPI_Wtime is handled. Additional care must be taken to
ensure that only the lowest rank replica can post receives
until the wildcard has been resolved. Full technical details
are omitted due to space. Overall, RedMPI fully supports
wildcard sources, wildcard tags, or both in combination.
Mathematical operations such as those in MPI_Reduce
will execute in the same order across replicas independent
of their virtual rank. For this reason, if a floating point
reduction is performed in a tree then although differing
virtual ranks might perform different floating operations, our
virtual replicas will always perform the same operations in
order.
Collectives: MPI collectives pose a unique challenge for
corruption detection/correction. First, there is a lack of nonblocking collectives in the MPI-2 standard (to be addressed
in the future MPI-3 standard). Without non-blocking collectives, it is impossible to overlap collective operations. Thus,
it is possible to sustain a faulty process in a collective that
does not participate or encounter other unforeseen problems.

These issues may cause other participants to become nonresponsive (“hang”) or fail (“crash”). A second critical issue
with native MPI collectives is the inability to detect/correct
messages at the granularity of individual processes.
RedMPI supports two solutions for collectives: (1) Builtin linear collectives that map all collectives to point-topoint messages inside of RedMPI: Our linear collectives
are portable to any MPI implementation and reside entirely
in the profiling layer. These collectives are not necessarily
performance oriented for large scale usage as we tried to
avoid direct replication of existing MPI functionality. (2) An
Open MPI collectives module that acts as a wrapper to other
existing collective modules, such as basic or the more
efficient tuned: Our customized module resides within
Open MPI and translates all point-to-point operations that
would normally occur without any RedMPI instrumentation
into operations that call the RedMPI library. By redirecting
collective communication through RedMPI we are able to
exploit the enhanced performance of the native collectives
while still providing SDC protection. Our solution utilizes
the Open MPI wrapper module during experiments. The
same algorithmic solution can also be applied to other MPI
implementations in place of the portable but less efficient
RedMPI linear collectives.
IV. FAULT I NJECTION F RAMEWORK
To experimentally determine the effect of corruption and
verify corrective actions, a fault injector needs to be devised
that can reliably produce data corruption in a manner resembling naturally occurring faults. Namely, single bit flips
undetected by ECC are of interest (e.g., within an arithmeticlogic unit of a processor) when their effects eventually
propagate into a message transmission over MPI. The fault
injector designed to co-exist with RedMPI specifically targets MPI message send buffers to ensure that each injection
actually impacts the MPI application while simultaneously
reaching message recipients. When activated, the fault injector is given a frequency of 1/x during launch, which is the
probability that any single message may become corrupted.
By using a random number generator with a state internal
to RedMPI (without affect on the MPI application), the
injector randomly picks messages to corrupt. Once targeted
for corruption, RedMPI selects a random bit within the
message and flips it prior to sending it out. RedMPI is
agnostic to the data type of the message, i.e., the injector
calculates the total number of bits within the entire message
regardless of type or count before picking a bit to flip.
Note that not only does the fault injector flip a bit in the
send buffer, but it actually modifies the application’s memory
directly. If the MPI application accesses the same memory
again, further calculations based on that data will be invalid
with a high probability of causing further divergence from
non-corrupted replicas.

V. E XPERIMENTAL F RAMEWORK
We deployed RedMPI on a medium sized cluster and
utilized up to 96 nodes for benchmarking and testing.
Each compute node consists of a 2-way SMPs with AMD
Opteron 6128 (Magny-Cours) processors of 8 cores per
socket (16 cores per node) with 32 GB RAM per node.
Nodes are connected via 1Gbps Ethernet for user interactions
and management. MPI transport is provided by a 40Gb/s
InfiniBand fat tree interconnect. To maximize the compute
capacity of each node, we ran up to 16 processes per node.
When launching RedMPI jobs, we map replica processes
so that they do not reside on the same physical nodes. This
type of mapping is preferred as a fault on a node will not
affect multiple replicas of the same process simultaneously
(i.e., a due to localized power failures).
We solely report benchmark results for the MsgPlusHash
SDC method as it provides a more efficient communication
protocol than All-to-all by design. Additionally, we used
our RedMPI collectives wrapper integrated into Open MPI
to improve collective operations. To provide meaningful
metrics, each experiment assesses the run time for regular,
unaltered Open MPI (referred to as 1x in the results tables),
RedMPI with dual redundancy (2x), and RedMPI with triple
redundancy (3x). Note that the size reported is the size
without redundancy in all experiments and results. Hence, a
size 512 job in our results with triple redundancy is actually
running across 1536 processors.
We assess both strong and weak scaling when evaluating
overheads associated with RedMPI. For each weak scaling
application, the input data size remains constant for each
process no matter how many processes are run. In contrast,
strong scaling applications have a constant problem size for a
given class that varies the amount of input data each process
receives when jobs of differing sizes are run. In effect, we
expect strong scaling applications to reduce the amount of
data and computation required per process as the number of
processors increases.
Our test suite of weak scaling applications includes
LAMMPS, ASCI Sweep3D, and HPCCG. LAMMPS is a
popular molecular dynamics code that we evaluate with
two different problems, “chain” and “chute”. Sweep3D is a
neutron transport code. Finally, HPCCG is a finite elements
application from the Sandia National Labs Mantevo Project.
It was chosen because of its use of MPI_ANY_SOURCE to
demonstrate RedMPI’s capabilities.
The strong scaling NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) is
also evaluated with varying problem class sizes and number
of processes. We use the NPB suite to demonstrate how
varying the communication to computation ratio affects
RedMPI in some cases.
To gauge SDC sustainability when RedMPI is active with
redundancy, we inject faults into the running benchmarks
to determine if the faults are detected and if correction

Size
128
256
512

Table IV

Table V

LAMMPS INPUT CHAIN . SCALED

LAMMPS INPUT CHUTE . SCALED

1x [sec]
240.5
244.39
250.93

2x [sec]
241.34
244.61
251.89

3x [sec]
242.54
245.25
256.11

2x OV
-3.8%
0.1%
0.4%

3x OV
-3.3%
0.4%
2.1%

Size
128
256
512

1x [sec]
137.50
138.26
139.19

2x [sec]
138.38
140.43
140.22

Table VII

Size
32-C
64-C
128-D

1x [sec]
99.79
99.64
126.36

1x [sec]
117.45
68.82
222.75

2x [sec]
99.76
128.83
146.19

3x [sec]
125.75
131.02
152.26

2x OV
0.0%
29.3%
15.7%

3x OV
26.0%
31.5%
20.5%

Size
128-D
256-D
512-D

1x [sec]
201.42
127.21
70.10

NPB CG

2x [sec]
205.87
132.61
77.54

3x [sec]
215.51
136.64
83.67

Table X

Table XI

NPB FT

NPB LU

2x [sec]
117.95
68.62
228.76

3x [sec]
118.68
71.77
234.97

2x OV
0.6%
1.6%
0.7%

SWEEP 3 D

3x OV
1.1%
1.3%
1.1%

Size
128
256
512

1x [s]
390.30
428.17
488.08

2x OV
0.43%
-0.29%
2.70%

3x OV
1.05%
4.29%
5.49%

Size
128-D
256-D
512-D

1x [sec]
361.78
179.78
102.90

2x [sec]
379.90
191.97
115.07

succeeds. Additionally, we experimentally determine if the
fault corrections allow the benchmarks to complete their
self-verification process successfully.
VI. R ESULTS
Tables IV-XII report execution time for the benchmarked
applications. Every application was run with three different
MPI sizes. For all of the cases except one, we conducted
experiments with 128, 256, and 512 processors for the
baseline. The uninstrumented (no RedMPI) version of each
application is shown under the 1x column while the 2x and
3x columns represent dual and triple redundancy, respectively, under RedMPI. The final two columns represent the
percent overhead incurred by adding dual or triple redundancy relative to the baseline. Runs with redundancy use
two or three times as many processes as the uninstrumented
baseline runs. Performance is subject to cache effects when
running the same application with RedMPI. This effect may
vary between degrees of redundancy. This is evident for
results that indicate small negative overheads (speedup under
redundancy) when averaged, such as in Table IV.
We first analyze the runtime results of the weak scaling
applications in Tables IV-VII. LAMMPS with input chain
was run with a dataset size of 32x40x20 for 512 processors
and scaled down proportionally for 256 and 128 processors,
which explains the relatively consistent runtimes. Likewise,
LAMMPS with input chute was given a dataset size of
320x88 for 512 processors and also scaled proportionally.
Sweep3D had an input size of 320x40x200 and HPCCG
had an input size of 400x100x100.
These applications performed very well with RedMPI, i.e.,
in most cases the RedMPI overhead was not perceptible due
to a well balanced communication to computation ratio that
weak scaling allowed us retain despite increasing the number
of processors as we scaled up the benchmarks with RedMPI.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of RedMPI’s wildcard support, HPCCG was chosen as it makes use of
MPI_ANY_SOURCE receives. Since RedMPI requires special handling for wildcards, the overheads incurred may vary

3x [sec]
375.44
195.55
121.01

2x [s]
389.49
427.53
488.93

3x [s]
393.05
431.20
494.09

2x OV
-0.2%
-0.1%
0.2%

3x OV
0.7%
0.7%
1.2%

Table IX

Table VIII

HPCCG

Size
128
256
512

3x [sec]
139.01
140.00
140.67

Table VI

NPB EP

2x OV
2.2%
4.2%
10.6%

3x OV
7.0%
7.4%
19.4%

Size
128-D
256-E
512-E

1x [s]
72.31
579.94
289.80

2x [s]
72.63
581.02
290.83

3x [s]
72.74
581.27
291.30

2x OV
0.4%
0.2%
0.4%

3x OV
0.6%
0.2%
0.5%

2x OV
0.4%
1.3%
2.1%

3x OV
26.7%
1.7%
3.5%

Table XII
NPB MG

2x OV
5.0%
6.8%
11.8%

3x OV
3.8%
8.8%
17.6%

Size
128-E
256-E
512-E

1x [s]
339.17
168.56
66.97

2x [s]
340.41
170.68
68.35

3x [s]
429.67
171.48
69.29

based on how long it takes the replicas to receive an envelope
message that resolves the wildcard. When wildcard resolution is completed quickly, very little performance penalty
is seen as in the 2x results with size 128 (see Table VII).
Conversely, when wildcard resolution takes a relatively long
time, then RedMPI forces MPI to receive all messages in an
unexpected queue. This can degrade performance.
The remaining NPB benchmarks are strong scaling applications subjected to input classes C, D, and E, where
E is the largest size. For each class, is equally distributed
across all MPI processes. For example, the CG and LU
benchmarks were both run with the same class size D for
128, 256, and 512 size jobs. We can see that as the number
of processes increases, the baseline runtime decreases since
there is less computation per process to perform. In turn,
as the computation is decreased per process the amount of
communication incurred does, in fact, increase. Tables VIII
and XI clearly demonstrate how the overhead of RedMPI
increases as the per-process communication overshadows the
per-process computation. Hence, to keep RedMPI overheads
reasonable, it is important to choose input classes such that
the ratio of communication to computation is balanced, e.g.,
as seen for input sizes for EP and FT. For the FT, we were
unable to run class E with size 256 and 512 because our
experimental setup did not have enough memory available
to hold class E. Thus, we chose to run FT with smaller class
sizes and report smaller runs.
Overall, RedMPI’s runtime overheads are modest for wellbehaved applications that can be scaled to exhibit a fair
communication to computation ratio.
Next, we analyze the effectiveness of SDC detection
and correction protocols. We ran the fault injector with a
corruption frequency of 1/5, 000, 000 messages to ensure
a relatively high likelihood for an injection while running
the CG benchmark with 64 processes (virtual ranks) and
a replication degree of three. Note that we restricted the
intentional corruption injections to only occur on replicas
with a replica rank of zero to control the experiment. This

ensures that at least two of the three replicas do not receive
an injection in all cases. Thus, voting results in a valid
outcome so that invalid messages can be corrected. During
ten experiments with a frequency of 1/5, 000, 000, we encountered one occasion with two injections, four occasions
with a single injection, and five occasions without injections.
In every run except one, the corruption resulted in a single
bad message that was successfully detected and corrected
by the receiving replicas. In one event, a single injection
cascaded resulting in 6,242 bad messages originating from
the corrupted sender. Nevertheless, the receiving replicas
were able to correct the messages as they arrived. Eventually,
the corrupted node ceased to send corrupted messages as
the application finished traversing data structures until the
fault was no longer touched. In these experiments, the
applications progressed until completion and successfully
passed their built-in verification at the end of processing.
Following that experiment, we performed injections with
a frequency of 1/2, 500, 000 in another ten runs that were
not limited to a single group of replicas. By doubling the
odds for an injection and removing the process selection restriction, we detected a significantly larger number of faults.
On average, we received 2.5 injections and several thousand
invalid messages per run as a result. Nonetheless, RedMPI
carried all but two runs to a successful completion with
verification. Of the two runs that failed, we observed that
when two of the three replicas simultaneously transmitted
a corrupt message over RedMPI, it was be detected. The
voting process is then forced to fail. In this case, RedMPI
aborts because voting becomes impossible with three unique
messages and hashes. Statistically, as more processes are
added to a job, the likelihood of two processes with the
same virtual rank becoming corrupt decreases. Therefore,
observing results similar to this particular controlled experiment decreases as job sizes and replication degrees are
increased. Nonetheless, the longer a process remains in an
invalid state (i.e., sending bad messages), the longer the
correction features of RedMPI are impaired. However, it is
important to note that RedMPI still forces a job to abort if
it does detect corruption across two or more nodes while
utilizing triple redundancy.
Performance of SDC correction has proved to be quite
efficient. During SDC correction overhead experiments, we
discovered that with as few as three injections we were able
to produce nearly 100,000 invalid messages from corrupted
senders. The receiving replicas were able to successfully
detect and correct each invalid message while effectively
generating no perceived overhead. In fact, while running
20 experimental iterations to gauge the protocol overhead
of correcting MsgPlusHash messages during injection, the
runtime was 0.31 seconds less than the original experiment
runtime without fault injection on average.
Realistically, we do not expect to encounter such a high
number of naturally occurring SDCs for a small environment

such as our benchmarking cluster. The actual overhead
incurred due to SDC correction is a function of the number
of invalid messages and the distribution of such messages
over nodes. The number of invalid messages is highly
dependent on the data reuse patterns of an MPI application.
For example, an application that never reuses send buffer
data only incurs a single invalid message in the event that a
buffer is corrupt. On the other hand, if an entire application
depends on reuse of data stored in a buffer, the number of
invalid messages could quickly exceed the valid messages
in this type of program design.
As empirical evidence of the success of RedMPI, we
discovered that RedMPI was detecting and correcting MPI
transmission errors during our timing benchmarks even
though we had not activated our fault injection module.
This was quite unexpected and led us to investigate the
cause. To our surprise, we learned that RedMPI had been
properly detecting and correcting faulty memory that was
later confirmed to be producing errors, which could not be
corrected by ECC alone. They were occasionally detected
by the Linux EDAC monitoring module of the memory
controller in AMD’s north bridge. Interestingly, EDAC was
unable to consistently detect all of the errors that RedMPI
detected. Using RedMPI, we discovered which of the 1536
compute cores in the experiment was faulting and were able
to reproduce similar experiments that consistently produced
faulty MPI messages on this node before removing it from
the production system. Without RedMPI, this failing hardware may have gone unnoticed for some time.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Since the early 1990s [19], fault tolerance in largescale HPC systems is primarily assured through applicationlevel checkpoint/restart (C/R) to/from a parallel file system.
Support for C/R at the system software layer exists, e.g.,
via Berkeley Lab Checkpoint Restart (BLCR) [20] or diskless C/R via Scalable C/R (SCR) [21]. Message logging,
algorithm-based fault tolerance, proactive fault tolerance,
and Byzantine fault tolerance have all been researched in
the past. Redundancy in HPC, as showcased in this paper,
has only been recently explored.
Historically, the primary defense against SDC has been
ECC in memory. In today’s memory modules and processors, single-error correction (SEC) double-error detection
(DED) ECC protects against single event upset (SEU) bitflips as well as single event multiple upset scenarios. Chipkill
offers additional protection against wear-out and complete
failure of a memory module chip by spanning ECC across
chips but Bose Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) encoding
provides better energy-delay characteristics [22]. Software
redundancy may provide more extensive SDC protection,
especially considering the expected increase in SECDED
ECC double-error rates.

Pure software-based solutions [23] try to protect against
memory corruption without extending hardware ECC. However, they cannot provide perfect coverage to all memory and
are subject to job failure if just a single process terminates
due to a fault. In contrast, redundancy for SDC correction
survives single process faults more gracefully.
Studies primarily done at Los Alamos National Laboratory focused on analyzing the probability and impact of
silent data corruption in HPC environments. One investigation [24] showed that a Cray XD1 system with an equivalent
number of processors as the ASCI Q system would experience one SDC event every 1.5 hours. Another study [25]
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory investigated the
behavior of iterative linear algebra methods when confronted
with SDC in their data structures. Results show that linear
algebra solvers may take longer to converge, not converge
at all, or converge to a wrong result.
Modular redundancy has been used in information technology, aerospace and command & control systems [26].
Recent software-only approaches [27], [28] focused on
thread-level, process-level and state-machine replication to
eliminate the need for expensive hardware. The sphere of
replication [29] concept describes the logical boundary of
redundancy for a replicated system. Components within such
a sphere are protected; those outside are not.
Recent work [30] studied the impact of deploying redundancy in HPC systems. Redundancy can significantly
increase system availability and correspondingly lower the
needed component reliability. Redundancy applied to a single computer decreases the MTTF of each replica by a factor
of 100-1,000 for dual redundancy and by 1,000-10,000 for
triple redundancy without lowering overall system MTTF. If
a failed replica is recovered through rebooting or replacing
with a hot spare, replica node MTTF can be lowered by a
factor of 1,000-10,000 for dual and by 10,000-100,000 for
triple redundancy. Redundancy essentially offers a trade-off
between component quality and quantity. Our work in this
paper permits this trade-off.
Another compelling study [8] uses an empirical assessment of how redundant computing improves time to solution.
The simulation-driven study looked at a realistic scenario
with a weak-scaling application that needs 168 hours to
complete, a per-node MTTF of five years, a fixed five
minutes to write out a checkpoint, and a fixed ten-minute
time to restart. Checkpointing is performed at an optimal
interval. The results show that at 200k nodes, an application
spends eight times the time required to perform the work,
reducing the throughput of such a machine to just over
10% compared to a fault-free environment. In contrast, using
400k nodes and dual-redundancy, the elapsed wall clock time
is 1/8 of that for the 200k-node non-redundant case. The
throughput of the 400k-node system is four times better
with redundant computing than the non-redundant 200knode system. The prototype detailed in this paper is a step

toward achieving this capability.
Other redundant MPI implementations, namely rMPI [31],
MR-MPI [32], and VolpexMPI [33], do not protect against
SDC. In contrast, RedMPI protects against SDC, lowers
replication overheads, advances internal communications
plus wildcard support, and provides SDC protected collectives that exploit native MPI collective performance.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Redundant computing is one approach to detect SDC.
This study assesses the feasibility and effectiveness of SDC
detection and correction at the MPI layer. We presented
two consistency protocols, explored the unique challenges
in creating a deterministic MPI environment for replication
purposes, investigated the effects of fault injection in to
our framework, and analyzed the costs of performing SDC
protection via redundancy.
This study finds that for the second, more efficient protocol (MsgPlusHash) the SDC protection overheads ranged
from 0% up to 30% for dual or triple redundancy depending
on the number of messages sent by the application and
the communication patterns. In particular, overheads do
not change significantly for weak scaling applications as
the number of processes is varied. These modest overhead
ranges indicate the potential of RedMPI to protect against
SDC for large-scale runs.
Our protocol detected and corrected injected faults for
processes that continued to completion even when these
faults resulted in many thousands of corrupted messages
from a sender that experienced one or more SDC faults. In
our controlled experiments, injected faults that were targeted
to a single set of replicas were successfully isolated from
spreading by fixing corrupted messages and allowing the
applications to complete without incident. Further, when
we injected faults into two or more replicas (of the same
rank), RedMPI detected the corruption and was able to abort
the application thus preventing invalid results from being
reported.
In summary, RedMPI was successful in preventing invalid
data from propagating or being transmitted without detection
even under extreme scenarios. Empirically, RedMPI not only
performed exactly as expected in our controlled experiments,
but it also pinpointed previously unknown hardware faults
on our own experimental cluster nodes that had not been
detected until RedMPI alerted us to SDCs occurring on
unaltered MPI jobs.
While the cost of double/triple redundancy appears high
in terms of power, analytic models show that for large core
counts redundancy actually improves job throughput. As
both the likelihood of node failure and silent data corruption
increases as we scale up HPC systems, the importance of
protecting data becomes obvious and available at a low
cost when redundancy is already in place to ensure high

throughput of mission-critical/high-consequence large scale
applications.
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